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Upward Bound Students Not Involved...
Local Youth Shot On Summit St Over Summer
• BY JAY AKASIE
Managing Editor
Following a wave of violence
around the Trinity campus last spring,
an Upward Bound dance ended in pan-
demonium this summer when an 18 year-
old Hartford youth was shot on Summit
St., just behind Mather Hall.
Orlando Thompson of 46 Dean
St., who had no association with either
Upward Bound or the College, was
treated at Hartford Hospital and re-
leased.
Trinity Director of Campus
Safety Brian Kelly said that the July 27
incident did not involve any of the
Upward Bound students, although many
of the estimated crowd of 300 was out-
side the campus center to witness the-
violence.
Mr. Kelly said that the dance
ended at 12:20 a.m. and shortly thereaf-
ter, at approximately 12:30 a.m., Mr.
Thompson was shot in the left shoulder
by an unknown assailant.
"The shell casing was found on
the street," said the Security Director,
"so we can assume that the gun was fired
outside of a car, and that it was semi-
automatic."
Prior to the shooting, a fight
broke out on the street between Upward
Bound students, a continuation of a dis-
pute which began inside the Washing-
ton Room dance.
But the Director of Campus
Safety was adamant in disassociating
the fight from the shooting.
"There is no evidence to show
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knew that [the violence] had nothing to
do with Upward Bound," he said.
Mr. Villeneuve also said that
reports of the incident were exaggerated
in a Hartford Courant story the following
day.
"[The Trinity Upward Bound
staff] responded to the Courant with a
letter to the editor," said Mr. Villeneuve,
"because we were horribly misrepre-
sented." .
According to the conflicting
Courant report, Sgt. Cary Gilbert of the
please turn to page 3 .
i (from 1. to r.) Christopher Bond, Patrick Kinzeler, Aaron Burrows and Evan Goldberg
take the Oath of Matriculation in the customary chapel ceremony last Wednesday.
tThe Truth' About Freshmen Revealed
• BY JANE REYNOLDS .
News Editor
Despite rumors that the Ad-
missions Office had miscalculated and
the class of '95 has 600 students, 483
freshmen matriculated on Wednesday.
Regarding the confusion, Dean of
Admissions David Borus said "that never
was correct; it was just one of those great
rumors."
The number was only slightly
above the Admission Office's target of
475 students. Dean Borus noted his
pleasure at Trinity's ability to keep the
class size stable as well as maintaining
academic standards in the face of a
demographic decline. "Not all institu-
tions were able to do that."
The class of '95's average com-
bined S.A.T. score was 1180, or 560V,
620M, Borus called these figures, along
Rev. Nancy Charles Joins Trinity
First Female Chaplain In History Of College
• BY PAM LINCOLN
frlezvs Writer
After a year without a chap-
lain, the wait is over. The Reverend
Nancy Charles has begun her tenure
as the first female chaplain of Trinity
College. She envisions a lively chap-
laincy and would like to encourage
and channel the energy of the Trinity
community.
Rev. Charles' influence is
already evident in some aspects of
Chapel life. A service of evening
prayer at the Chapel has now been in-
stituted. She sees the academic at-
mosphere of the college as a plus and
wants to encourage the examination
of what it means to be a Christian.
One of her other goals is to get the
Chapel involved with community
service through some of the groups on
campus.
Rev. Charles stressed her ac-
cessibility, urging students of all faiths
to consult her. She made it clear that
her consultations will not be limited to
religious concerns.
Rev. Charles wants her office
to maintain a relaxed atmosphere, and
the Rev. Nancy Charles CYNTHIA KRON
never far away is the very friendly
"assistant chaplain", her dog Delilah.
One of the main draws of the
job for Rev. Charles was the chance to
please turn to page 3
with the average class rank of the new
freshmen "stable, steady, and encourag-
ing."
Thirty-six states, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, and ten foreign
countries are represented in the class of
'95. As usual, Massachusetts and Con-
necticut are virtually tied with the high-
est numbers of students. New York and
Pennsylvania follow,thenCalifornia and
New Jersey.
One surprise was the large
group from Illinois. Twenty members of
the class of '95 are from Illinois, while
there were only eight in the class of '94.
"The significant contingents
from the West and the South are nice be-
cause the population is growing there
and we need students from those areas,"
said Dean Borus. There are eight stu-
dents from Tennessee, five from Wash-
ington, and five from Texas.
Approximately 40% of the
freshmen graduated from independent
schools. 340 different high schools are
represented in the class of '95, which Mr.
Borus saw as a positive sign since "we
don't want to be totally dependent" on
just a few schools.
Minority enrollment is slightly
down but regarded as stable. Minorities
comprise 13% of the class of '95, with
twenty-three black, twenty-six Asian,
and fifteen Hispanic students. "We are
fortunate to have a fairly stable number
of minority students. Competition for
recruitment of minority, students has
become quite ferocious, so we're pleased
to stay relatively stable during this pe-
riod," said Dean Borus.
This year admissions represen-
please turn to page 3
H Looking for social alterna-
tives? We have the answers.
Fulfill all your weekend desires
in the greater Hartford
area See Exploring, Page 7
• One World & Nation staff
writer offers some intriguing
solutions for the prison
problem See W & N, Page 8
H Friday's "September Sorig
Celebration" brings the Austin
Arts Center/Mather HallQuad
to life See Arts, Page 12
• St. Anthony Hall is The Tri-
pod's first "Greek of the Week"
and Senior Lynn Hinkel set sail
for a successful summer at
sea See Features, Page 10
B The Men's Soccer Team is
successful with a 3-0 trip to
Canada and returns to Con-
necticut and plays Yale to a 2-2
tie. The Field Hockey Team is
looking to return to the ECAC
playoffs after capping last sea-
son with a trip to the
finals See Sports, Page 16
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OPINION
Of Chaplains, Chapels, and Bishops
elcome, or welcome back, to Trinity College;
a small, co-educational institution of higher
learning, which is set in an urban environ-
ment and has no religious affiliation.
Sound like the right place? Almost? What about
this new College Chaplain who is introduced on page
one, you ask? Why does a school with no religious
affiliation need a chaplain? Good question.
Trinity has an image problem. When high school
seniors are asked to consider Trinity College in Hart-
ford, Connecticut, they often react with "Isn't that a
Catholic school?" The problem is that Trinity is not a
Catholic school. It is not even a religious school. There
are no requirements for religious practice or study.
There are, however, ties to religion in our history.
Let's not fool ourselves. Trinity's Episcopal con-
nections are undeniable. So rather than hide our
roots, let's appreciate them. Not, however, at the
expense of students of other faiths.
, Admissions officers and other College proponents
who say: "Just ignore that ever-looming white archi-
tectural landmark which can be seen from miles
away," and "Don't worry about that robed guy on
the Quad," are falsely advertising their product.
If you were told that you would feel religiously at
home at Trinity and you do not, you were lied to. No
one should come to Trinity College thinking there is
nothing behind the name. It is this history that helps
distinguish our college from the Amhersts, Bowdo-
ins, and Middleburys.
If Trinity were founded in 1991, and not 1823,
there would not be a Chapel to dominate the skyline,
nor would there be a College Chaplain without a
College Rabbi, a College Monk, or a College Catho-
lic Priest.
Thus, rather than curse those who decided to
change the College's name from Washington to Trin-
ity in 1845, let's acknowledge our past. But we must
remain prepared to update it for the present.
R.Z.
Hardly A Warm Welcoming
ast week a disgruntled student contacted
the Tripod with a story she thought the news-
paper might find interesting.
It seems that this student, who for fear of reprisal
wishes to remain anonymous, moved into her dormi-
tory room on Sunday, September 1. What she encoun-
tered shocked her. Broken glass and metal shavings
were scattered accross the floor. Large garbage flies
flew in circles above her head because the window
had no screen. But what alarmed her most was the fact
that she had no bed - both the room's mattress and
frame were missing.
She called Buildings & Grounds only to receive a
recorded message instructing her to call their Sunday
"hotline." This turned out to be the front desk of
Mather Hall, where the student receptionist only
wished her good luck; he told her that a bed was
missing from his room as well. The student spent the
rest of the day cleaning her dormitory room, and
rather than waiting in line in the Washington Room to
receive her new identification card, went to the book-
store to buy the books and supplies she would need for
her 8:30 class the next morning.
On Monday she waited in line for her I.D. after
her 8:30 class, and after an hour, she realized that she
would be late to her next class if she did not eat lunch
soon. She went downstairs to tell the Marriott repre-
sentative her predicament. The representative told
her to get back in line and wait - even if she had to
miss lunch and her next class!
This poor girl is not alone. The Tripod received
numerous reports of students who found the entire
process of moving back to Trinity and dealing with
registration quite hectic with classes the next morn-
ing. In past years, students were allowed to move
into their rooms many days before the first day of
classes, which, incidentally, has traditionally been
Wednesday - not Monday.
The Tripod questions this calendar change, and it
challenges the persons responsible for this change to
explain to the Trinity community the reasoning be-
hind their actions.
But this is not the first time the College has tam-
pered with time-honored traditions. One only
wonders where all those plastic cups with the origi-





Hartford is in a time of crisis, and
Trinity students have the power to turn
the city around by helping to bring new
leadership to the city government. Many
students have been involved in Hart-
ford in different ways, either through
volunteer work or taking advantage of
cultural opportunities which the city
affords. Now is the time to make a real
difference in our city by working to ef-
fect change in the actual political struc-
ture in Hartford.
There is a historic campaign under-
way which could change the face of
Hartford. The Mayor of Hartford, Carrie
Saxon Perry, has rejected the nomina-
tion of the Democratic Town Committee
in order to run with a slate of challenge
candidates who are committed to end-
ing the closed-door backroom politics
practiced by the incumbent Democrats.
The challenge slate is made up of com-
munity leaders representing the ethnic
and racial diversity of the city. They are
backed by a coalition of community
groups, labor organizations, and other
progressive organizations, including the
Puerto Rican Political Action Commit-
tee and People For Change (Hartford's
progressive third party).
The current council Democrats have
consistently refused to even consider
progressive reform proposals submit-
ted by the Mayor and two People For
Change (PFC) council members. They
make their decisions behind closed
doors, in private caucus meetings, shut-
ting out the Mayor, PFC, and the public.
Among the proposals they refused to
consider are a South African divestiture
bill, a resolution in support of universal
health insurance, proposals to save
money by eliminating waste rather than
.cutting vital city services, a stronger
ethics code, and an investigation of se-
vere and persistent racial harassment in
the Public Works Department.
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After lamenting the removal of Trinity's official seal from many places in the
College community, the Tripod decide"d last week to dig into the archives of the
Watkinson Library. The banner on this issue of the newspaper is re-appearing after sev-
enty-five years. The Tripods printed between 1910 and 1918 featured this interesting logo,
which, probably to the dismay of some people, does riot include a drawing of Northam
Towers. The Tripod wishes to thank Mrs. Margaret Sax, Associate Curator of the Watkin-
son Library, for her assistance in the archival research, and Reference Librarian Peter
Knapp.
Construction of a ramp into Jones Dormitory is another positive step following the
path of Vernon Street Dormitory and the Math, Computing, and Engineering Center in
providing facilities for the physically handicapped. Hopefully some day they will receive
good use.
Has anyone noticed that Campus Safety has expanded to take up half of the space in
Mather Campus Center? Or at least that is what new signs lead us to believe. Should not
these signs accurately reflect the relative significance of the building's contents? Perhaps
students are missing out on something and should begin to visit Campus Safety as often
as they dine, check mail, and purchase school supplies.
*Please note: Letters to The Tripod should be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday proceeding publication the
following Tuesday. They should be typed and signed, or on a Macintosh disk. No unsigned or anonymous letters
will be printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. All letters are the sole
responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of this paper. Please limit all letters
to five-hundred words,
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NEWS
Freshmen Learn The Ins And Outs Of College Life
• BY JANE REYNOLDS
News Editor
This year, instead of the cus-
tomary three days of New Student Ori-
entation, four days were set aside for the
program. Assistant Dean of Students
Mary Thomas noted that this allowed
the new students to "balance serious
discussion with more time to move in
and meet."
• Saturdaywas basically devoted
to the topics of racism and sexual as-
sault, two volatile subjects which have
been on the minds of many members of
the Trinity community recently. Activi-
ties included a Student Diversity Panel
and skits which presented different situ-
ations students may encounter at Trin-
ity. One skit portrayed the sexual as-
sault of a freshman woman by an upper-
classman, in which alcohol played a role.
Regarding the intense nature
of subjects stressed during orientation,
Dean Thomas observed that "in general,
colleges have been doing more serious
things and are involved in serious dis-
cussions about what it means to be at
college." Dean Thomas noted that at
first, there was a feeling of surprise
among some students about the subject
matter.
This extended orientation pe-
riod also allowed for a day fully devoted
to academics. Students were asked to
read John Stuart Mill's Qn Liberty over
the summer. During orientation, stu-
dents met in groups with their freshman
seminar instructors and discussed the
book. Thomas saw this as a way to
"blend academics and non-academics
in a way which made students think
about community."
Reac t i ons
from the freshmen
were varied. Laura
Parnum '95 said she
"liked the panel about
different races and the
discussion about ra-
cism and rape." Elena
Bassler '95 thought ori-
entation was "kind of
dragged out" but felt
in general that "a lot of
good stuff was going
on." Julie Papazian'95
"thought the racism
and date rape discus-
sion was good but the
part about intellectual




it was really easy"
noted Molly Muggle-
bee '95. Peter Adams
'95 found the program
planned orientation "really want to give
new students time for themselves." Dean
Thomas recognized the problems expe-
rienced by many of the upperclassmen
students have already gone through
freshman orientation and have different
needs. Pam Lincoln '92 participated in
New Student Orientation last year as a
long and tedious." As part o! their tirst week at Trimly, freshmen attended the all-college
According to Dave Convocation last Monday.
CYNTHIA KRON
Tuch '95, "it underestimated the intelli-
gence of students; all that was necessary
were a few brief discussions about prob-
lems on campus."
In regards to upperclassmen
being present on campus, Dean Thomas
explained that they were not allowed to
move in partly because those who
who would have liked to arrive earlier,
and said that those involved in making
such decisions will "probably reach a
compromise."
This year, transfer and exchange
students had a separate orientation. The
TEA (Transfer Exchange Association)
asked for their own program since these
member of the Twelve College Exchange
and this year as a transfer student. "The
students involved in the TEA deserve a
lot of credit because it was a very neces-
sary service. They made the effort to
make the transfer students feel they had
something to do," commented Ms. Lin-
coln. H '
Youth Shot Behind Mather
continued from page 1
Hartford Police Department said that
the dance, which was scheduled to stop
at 2:00 a.m., ended one and a half hours
early due to the street fight, when the
students poured outside to witness the
melee.
Upward Bound is a program
for Hartford area youths preparing for
college. The students are housed in





continued from previous page , ;
If you are concerned about the problems which Hartford faces - crime,
homelessness, poverty, rampant drug trafficking, and infant mortality
rates as high as some Third World countries, to name a few - join with us
in supporting a change in Hartford politics. ,
The most important thing you can do is to vote Row B in the Democratic
Primary on Wednesday, September 11th, between the hours of 6:00 a.m;
and 8:00 p.m. at the fire station on the corner of New Britain Ave. and
Summit St. For more information on how you can get involved, contact
Sandy Sydlo at ext. 5332.
Sincerely,
Shawn Wooden '91 Deputy Campaign Manager
Sandy Sydlo'91 Trinity Coordinator
Eric Lorenzini '90 Trinity Coordinator
Corrie Foster '91
Peter Hodgdon '93 Progressive Student Alliance
Pam Novak '93 Progressive Student Alliance
Jennifer O'Neal'92 Trinity Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Alliance
Michael Pina '92 Pan-Affrican Alliance
Donna-Marie Campbell '93 People For Change -
Latricia Gill'93
Deborah McBride'93 .
Prof James Miller, Professor of English and American Studies
Prof Eugene Leach, Professor of History and American Studies
Prof Susan Pennybacker, Associate Professor of History •
Prof Stephen Valocchi, Assistant Professor of Sociology
Prof Jerry Watts, Associate Professor of American Studies
Prof Dario Euraque, Assistant Professor of History
continued From Page 1
tatives visited between 450 and 500 high
schools, and participated in about sev-
enty-five college nights. In addition,
Trinity has about 400 alumni/ae volun-.
teers who visit college fairs which would
otherwise be missed by the Admissions
Office. These alumni/ae volunteers
represented Trinity at well over 100 col-
lege fairs. Mr.'Boras noted the Admis-
sion Office's efforts to get students to
become part of this volunteer network as
soon as they graduate since many of the
younger alumni/ae work well with high
school students.
Mr. Borus said he was "very
pleased with the freshman class in terms
of quality and quantity."H
continued From Page 1
be Chaplain of the whole school and its
many denominations while still main-
taining her identity of an Episcopalian
minister. She regards these two duties
as the "two hats" she wears as a part of
the job. Rev. Charles was also attracted
to Trinity because it is a small, top-notch
institution and she loves this part of the
country.
The Chaplain hails from Saint
Louis and received her bachelor's de-
gree from Smith College. After working
in the insurance business for many years
she decided to change professions. Rev.
Charles attended seminary in Alexan-
dria, Virginia/where she was ordained in
1989. Before coming to Trinity Rev.
Charles was the Episcopal minister at
Yale University. •
mmmmmm
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NEWS
Jackson Visits Trinity
• BY RICK ZEDNIK
Editor-in-Chief
Amidst a summer atmosphere
which seemed sleepy-eyed relative to
the other two-thirds of the year, Trinity
had reason to wake up early onMonday,
The Rev. Jesse Jackson
July 15Mhe Rev. Jesse L Jackson made
the Washington Room in Mather Hall an
8:00 a.m. stop on his tour through Con-
necticut.
The former presidential candi-
date was here to gather support for a
march from Bridgeport to Hartford. The
march, which was organized by Mr.
Jackson's Rainbow Coalition, would
begin in the bankrupt port city on Au-
gust 10 and conclude in the state capital
August 17. Its aim, according to
[Jackson, was to help bring a
"change in the national eco-




was joined at the head table by
jTrinity President Tom Gerety,
Hartford Mayor Carrie Saxon
Perry, and U.S. Rep. Barbara-
Kennelly, among others. The
visitwasnotwidely publicized
and about 200 people were in
attendence, most coming from
the city.
After brief remarks
from Pres. Gerety, Mayor-
Perry, and Congresswoman
Kennelly, Mr. Jackson spoke
of the need to refocus atten-
tion on the poverty within this
nation and state. He hoped
the march would bring atten-
tion to the great economic
contrasts which exist through-
out the United States, espe-
cially in Connecticut.
Following his
RICK ZEDNIK speech, Rev. Jackson called on
those in attendance to contrib-
ute time and money to the effort. Scarcely
anhour after hehad arrived, Mr. Jackson
left for a 10:00 a.m. press conference at






C O L L E G E
Student Government Association
VOTE...
IN THE FRONT LOBBY
OF MATHER HALL
8:30am - 6:30pm
New Students Of Color
Orientation Continues
• BY JANE REYNOLDS
'News Editor
New Students of Color Orientation was held on August 27 and 28,
"two days before the rest of the new students arrived. Black, Hispanic,
Asian, and students of other minority backgrounds were invited to partici-
pate in the program.
"Many think the orientation is separatist,but my goal is a discus-
sion of issues that students of color have," said Assistant Dean of Students
Kirk Peters. He noted that allnew students experience anxiety, but "stu-
dents of color have unique challenges."
Dean Peters does not see the program as an invitation for students
of color to limit their friendships to other students of color. "If they have
friends outside of the circle, fine, but we want them to get to know each
other," said Dean Peters. He also described his desire to build a coalition
between the groups.
Years ago, the program concentrated on white, institutional ra-
cism. The program has been changed to explore many of the differences
that exist between different minority groups, and problems that are en-
countered by members of the same group. Students watched and dis-
cussed Spike Lee's Do the Right Thing and School Daze as part of these
discussions.
Dean Peters noted that it is "easier for whites to acclimate" into a
community such as Trinity. One of the goals of the program is to help stu-
dents of color as they try to reach a level of comfort at'Triniry.
Between 25 and 30 students attended this year's program; most of,,
the students were black. New Students of Color Orientation has been held
for at least the last 10 years. H ' •.' ! ' . . •' ••
MONDAY-THURSDAY: 8:00 am - 12:30 pm
FRIDAY: 8:00 am - 7:00 pin
SATURDAY: 10:00 an, - 7:00 pm
SUNDAY: 11:00 am - 12:30 am
MONDAY-FRIDAY; 8:00 an -10:00 pm
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NEWS
New Faculty Join College
• BY JANE REYNOLDS
News Editor
Four new full-time assistant
professors have joined the Trinity fac-
ulty. There are also 24 visiting profes-
sors or lecturers this semester. The full-
time faculty members participated in a
Faculty Orientation program which has
only been in existence for two years.
Professor of Sociology Dr.
Noreen Channels, who is Secretary of
the Faculty, wanted to develop an orien-
tation session for the purpose of telling
new faculty members about the govern-
mental structure of the college, how
appointments and promotions are made,
and their rights as faculty members. Dr.
Channels also expressed a desire to give
an orientation to teaching in order to
"build more of a community of faculty
based on teaching techniques." Faculty
members entering their second year at
Trinity are invited as well.
Participants attend workshops
with themes such as active learning. The
goal is to find "ways to get students and
faculty more involved and to have better
discussions and participation," ex-
plained Dr. Channels. She has found
that the focus on teaching aids the new
people in meeting other faculty mem-
bers and is "good for quick integration."
The workshops do not mean
there is a set of rules or a policy on
teaching at Trinity. Dr. Channels said
there is a "high demand for academic
freedom," and that it is up to the individ-
ual instructor "what you cover and how
you cover it."
The program is led by Dr.
Channels. Also involved are Professor
of Economics Dr. Diane Zannoni, Asso-
ciate Professor of Psychology Dr. Dina
Anselmi, Assistant Professor of Philoso-
phy Dr. Dan Lloyd, Director of the Writ-
ing Center and Lecturer Beverly Wall,
and Professor of Chemistry Dr. Henry
DePhillips Jr. The orientation is funded
by the Dean of the Faculty's office.
Dr. Channels noted that "eve-
ryone feels it is a successful event" and
that they are "hoping to do it again next
year."
One of the new full-time fac-
ulty members, Assistant Professor of
Psychology Dr. Etzel Cardena, received
a masters and a doctorate from the Uni-
versity of California at Davis. Dr.
Cardena has previously taught at the
California Institute of International Stud-
ies and the Pacific Graduate School of
Psychology.
Assistant Prof essor of Fine Arts
Anne Hattersley Flash was most recently
the Artist in Residence at the Purnell
School. She recieved her master's de-
gree from Hunter College.
Assistant Professor of Physics
Dr. Barbara Walden received her doc-
torate from Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity where she was a graduate research
assistant.
The other full-time position was
filled by Assistant Professor of Mathe-
matics Nancy Jean Wyshinski. She re-
ceived master's degrees and a doctorate
from the University of Colorado. Dr.
Wyshinski has worked at the University
of Colorado at Denver and Boulder.B
CYNTHIA KRONKathleen Duggan
Duggan Heads SLRC
• BY ERIKA HEISE
Opinion Editor
Trinity students will receive new insight from the services of Kathleen
Duggan, a graduate fellow and Coordinator of the Student Life Resource
Center. Ms. Duggan will primarily serve as an advisor to SGA and TCAC,
as well as other student organizations interested in re-evaluating their
programs and improving the quality of student life.
Ideally, Ms. Duggan will act as a consultant to student groups, relying on
her own experiences as a campus organizer. Rather than provide solutions,
she.will help student leaders identify problems and develop their own pro-
grammatic responses to campus needs.
Ms. Duggan believes that leadership skills are an essential factor in any
organization's success. Therefore, she would like to institute workshops
which address the basic issues that student leaders confront. Freshman will
be encouraged to participate in these seminars, in order to prepare for future
leadership positions.
Students who are not directly involved in formal organizations, are en-
couraged by Ms. Duggan to express their own evaluation of campus life. She
suggests that all students consider how their activities fee is allocated and
whether they are satisfied with the results. I
jjork $













CONTACT MIKE SCHILDKRAUT AT BOX 1905 (EXT. 3588)
OR AARON WILKINS AT BOX 1479 (EXT.2981)





"Stra ight Out of Hollywood:
Thelma a n d Louise and Spike and
Annabelle," a lecture by Lillian S.
Robinson, author of "Sex, Class and
Culture.'1 8 p.m. McCook Audito-
rium. Sponsored by the women's
studies program.
Clnapel
Holy Eucharist will be celebrated
at 11:00 a . m . on Sundays.
Even ing Pray er will be said week-
days at 5:OO p.m. It will be held in the
F r i e n d s h i p Chapel Monday,
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday
and in t h e Crypt Chapel on Tuesday.
Roman Catholic Mass will be held
on Sundays at 5 p.m.
Exhibitions
"The Social Landscape: Connecti-
cut Towns and Cities in Transition,"
photographs by Arthur Nager, a pho-
tographer a n d designer from West-
port, C o n n . Austin Arts Center's
Widner Gallery. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. daily.
"From Dan to Beer-Sheba:the
Holy L a n d in the 19th Century
Views," evirated by Jeffery H.
Kaimowitz, Watkinson Library cu-
rator. WatkiinsonLibrary, Trinity Col-
lege Library . 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
"Bird S t u d y and Book Illustra-
tion, 1476-1793." Watkinson Library,
Trinity C o l l e g e Library.
Readings
"Canto XVIII" of Dante Aligheri's
"Inferno" by Giuseppe Mazzota of
the Italian language department at
Yale University. Part of the Barbieri
Endowment for Italian Culture's
"Lectura Dantis" series of readings
of the "Divine Comedy." 7:30 p.m.
Hamlin Hall. Reception to follow.
A poetry reading and book signing
by Hugh Ogden, associate
professor of English, to mark the
publication of his new book of
poetry, "Looking for History,"
published by Outland Press. 4 p.m.
Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall.
Theater
"Thoughts of a Confused Black Man,"
Kwaku Sintim-Misa performs his one-
man play telling of his story of immigra-
tion from West Africa to the U.S.
Music
"Viva Mexico! A Celebration of
Mexican Music and Culture." A concert
of classical, traditional and popular
music scheduled to coincide with Mexi-
can Independence Day. September 15,
2:00 p.m. Austin Arts Center's Goodwin
Theater. General Admission: $12; Stu-.
dents and senior citizens:$6. Co-pre-
sented by the Austin Arts Center and
the Association Cultural de las Ameri-




Are you running for
class office?
Today is the deadline for returning your





Sponsoring a lecture, exhibit,
! reading, or other event?
Submit your Announcements
Box 1310 by 5:00 p.m. on Thursdays
Tonight (Double Feature)
JuDou7:30
(China, 1990) Director: Zhang Yomou in collaboration with Yang
FengIiang."Ju Dou" tells the tale of a woman in 1920's who marries
the abusive owner of a dye factory, and then falls in love with his
stepson.
Iron and Silk 9:20
(1991) Director: Shirley Sun. Screenplay by Sun and Mark Salzman,
based on the book by Salzman. Salzman plays himself in a film based
on his real experiences, as he falls in love, challenges rigid attitudes
and makes a seroius study of martial arts when he goes to China to
teach English.
Wednesday - Saturday
La Femme Nikita (R) 7:30
(France, 1991) An attractive but drugged out Parisienne who is
captured by the police after a Shootout and trained to be a high class
assassin in exchange for her freedom.
Madonna Truth or Dare (R) 10:00
(1991) First time director Keshishian shadowed Madonna nearly
twenty four hours a day during her 1990 Blond Ambition tour. His
persistence makes Truth or Dare that rare tour movie that iis
actually more fun than a front row concert seat.
Sunday - Tuesday
Le Femme Nikita (R) 2:30
(Special Sunday matinee)
Eating: A Very Serious Comedy About Women and Food
(R)7:30
(1991) Independent filmaker Jaglom brings together a group of
friends in Southern California as they celebrate three birthdays in
this unique film in which they talk, confess and joke about their
common obsession- food.
PERSONALS CLASSIFIEDS
Wanted: Curator for small, newly
formed museum.
Contact F.E. Vegelin V.C.
TILLY
Hopefully going into the woods this
year will be safer and not~as scarey.
BEER CHESS RULES!!
Leagues forming soon. Call ext. 3256
I'll meet you at the hodown. Be there
and be square!!
Does anyone haveacar?I"lbeyour friend.
Double the size of your room without
your neighbors knowing. Call the Wall
Mover.
Do you have brown hair? Can you





across through the new
Tripod Personals,
Call ext. 2584 now to
reserve space!
One-time special:
Next week (Sept. 17)
they are free.
Travel Free!! Sell Spring Break
trips to Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Mar-
garita Island. Best commissions paid.
Call Sun Splash Tours, 1-800-426-7710.
Babysitter wanted for a lovable,
bright and beautiful girl entering the
first grade, Single, West Hartford pro-
fessional parent needs sitting in home
from 3 pm to 6 pm, Monday through
Friday. I will pay top dollar for the right
person, and you can earn extra money
for extra work. Please call 233-4415 and
leave a message. -
Sports equipment: Used and
new, bought and sold. Play It Again
Sports 15 South Main Street, West Hart-
ford Center 521-4692. .
Attractive three-arid-a-half room
newly renovated apartment. Appliances
included. $565/month. Call 549-4706.
Travel Sales Representative:
STS, the leader in collegiate travel
needsmotivated individuals to
promote Winter/Spring Break
Trips. For information call Student
Travel Services, Ithaca, New York at
1-800-648-4849.
Buying? Selling? Help
Wanted? Advertise in The
Tripod's new Classified Sec-
tion. Call 297-2584 today to
reserve spice!
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EXPLORING HARTFORD
Now everything may seem new and exciting, but remember, we have 27 more Friday nights, 27
more Saturdays, and 27 more Sundays on campus before Commencement '92. Soon you may get sick
of keg parties and tired offormals. They provide for some great times, and Trinity has no shortage of them,
but always know that a cornucopia of options lies beyond the iron gates which enclose our cozy oasis. Almost all listings
are within a 30 minute drive. This guide is provided to you with the message of: Don't be afraid to get away and Have Some
Fun Off Campus1.
RESJAURANTS
Average price of an entree: $=under
$10, $$=$10-$15, $$$=above $15.
•APRICOTS 1593 Farmington Ave,
Farmington. $$$ 673-5405.
•BANGKOK CUISlNEThai. 185 Park
Rd, West Hartford. $$ 521-4609.
•BEIJING GARDEN 230^Farmington
Ave, Farmington. $$ 677-1110.
• BROWN TOMSON & COMPANY
American Cuisine. 942 Main St,
Hartford. $ 525-1600 .
• BENIHANA OF TOKYO 270
Farmington Ave, Farmington. $$$
67778548.
• CAFE ON THE PARK, RAMADA INN
Best view in town. 440 Asylum St,
Hartford. $$ 246-6591.
• CARBONE'S RISTORANTE Italian
Cuisine. 588 Franklin Ave, Hartford.
$$$249-9646,
• CHARLEY'S PLACE 445 South Main
St, West Hartford. $ 521-8679.
• CONGRESS ROTISSERIE 7 Maple
Ave, Hartford. $$560-1965.
• D1FIORERISTORANTE395 Franklin
Ave, Hartford. $$$ 296-2123.
•HOT TOMATO'S 1 Union Place,
Hartford. $$ 249-5100.
•JOE'S AMERICAN BAR & GRILL
1509 New Britain Ave West Hartford.
$ 561-5200.
•THE KEG Italian. 99 Sisson Ave,
Hartford.$ 678-1400.
• LENA'S PIZZERIA ONE 2053 Park
Ave, West Hartford. $ 232-4481.
•MAX ON MAIN 205 Main St,
Hartford. $$$ 522-2530. .
•PEPPERCORN'S GRILL INC. 357
Main St, Hartford. $$ 547-1714.
• SKYWALK RESTAURANT Bistro
Style & Deli $. American Fine Dining
$$$. 242 Trumbull St, Hartford. 522-
7623.
•TAPA'S RESTAURANT & GRILLE
1150 NewBritain Ave, West Hartford.
$ 521-4609. •,;•-'.
•TIMOTHY'S Walkable. 243 ZionSt,
Hartford. $ 728-9822.
•WASHINGTON DINER Walkable.
175 Washington, Hartford. $ 247-
6272.
• BOPPERS 50's and 60's rock'n'roll,
7 nights a week. 22 Union Place,
Hartford. 549-5801.
•CHECKER'S INC Live concerts, large
dance floor. 29 Olcott, Manchester.
649-5950.
•THE CLUB CAR Nice place with
dancing Thu.-Sun., live jazz Wed.-
Sat. 50 Union Place, Hartford. 549-
5444.
•THE COMET Dancing after 9pm.
267 Farmington Ave, Hartford. 241-
8200.
•THE RUSSIAN LADY CAFE Live
entertainment and dancing Tues.-Sat.
191 Ann St, Hartford. 525-3003.
ENTERTAINMEN"
•BT'SCOMEDYNIGHTLive Comedy
Fri. & Sat. 942 Main St, Hartford. 525-
1600.
•BOURBON STREET NORTH Live
Comedy Tues. 70 Union Place. 525-
1014.
•THE 880 CLUB Live Jazz. 880 Maple
Ave, Hartford. 525-2428.
PERFORM ING .ARTS
• AUSTIN ARTS CENTER Plays,
musicals, concerts, and dance
performances. Sept.-May. Free with
Performance Pass.
• THE BUSHNELL Seats 2,819 for
Broadway musicals. 166 Capital Ave,
Hartford. 246-6807.
• HARTFORD BALLET Performs full
spectrum of dance Oct.-March at The
Bushnell. 246-6807.
• HARTFORD SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA Performs 16 classical
and 12 pops concerts Sept.-May at
The Bushnell. 246-6807.
•HARTFORD STAGE COMPANY
Presents American and International
classics and premieres new plays.
Oct.-June. $20-25. 50 Church St,
Hartford. 527-5151.
•COACH LIGHT DINNER THEATRE
266 Main St, East Windsor. 522-1266.
•CAMELOT CRUISES INC. Murder
Mystery Dinner Cruises. 1 Marine Pk,
Haddam. 34.5-8591.
SPORTS
• BOSTON CELTICS Three NBA
games at the Civic Center, Oct.-Mar.
727-8080.
• FIRST COMPANY GOVERNOR'S
HORSE GUARD, MILITARY
RESERVATION Polo tournaments,
horse shows. 232 West Avon Rd,
Avon. 673-3525.
• HARTFORD WHALERS NHL
Hockey at the Civic Center , Oct.-
Apr. i-800-WHALERS.
•JAI-ALAI Befenson'sof Hartford.$2.
89 Weston St, Hartford. 525-8611.
• NEW BRITAIN RED SOX Minor
League (AA) Baseball at Beehive Field,
New Britain. 224-8383.
•TRINITY BANTAMS Support your
classmates on the weekends and
during the week, on the fields, in
Ferris, and elsewhere.
• UCONN BASKETBALL Eight
Division I games (incl. four vs Big
East) at the Civic Center, Nov.-Mar.
727-8080.
•CINESTUDIO The Quad ext 2544
•HARTFORD DRIVE-IN 2322 Berlin
Tpk, Newington. 666-0620.
•ELM THEATRE two dollars. 924




• HALL'S ARROW 291 Middle Tnpk
W, Manchester. 646-0443.
BOWLING
•BOWL-O-RAMA Open 24 Hours.
2143 Berlin Tnpk, Newington. 666-
5411.
ICE SKATING
•SOUTH WINDSOR ARENA &
SPORTS SHOP 585 John Fitch Blvd,
South Windsor. 289-3401.
•VETERANS MEMORIAL SKATING
RINK 56 Buena Vista Rd, West
Hartford. 521-1573.
MINI-GOLF
• FAIRWAYS MINI GOLF AND
DAIRY CREAM Also Batting Cages.
75 Ellington Rd, South Windsor. 289-
5021.
•PUTTERS PARADISE Also Batting
Cages. 1823 WilburCrossHwy, Berlin.
828-8072.
•SAFARI GOLF Miniature 2340
WilburCross Hwy, New Britain. 828-
9800.
ROLLER SKATING
•BABB'S ROLLER SKATING RINK
Babb's Rd, Windsor Locks. 668-7073.
•ROLLER PALACE 290 New Britain
Ave, Piainville. 747-2732,
•RON-A-ROLL ROLLER RINK 85
South Frontage Rd, Rockville. 872-
8400.
OUTDOORS
•TRAVELERS TOWER Superb view of
city and suburbs from 527-foot tower.
May1-Oct, 18. 1 Tower Square;
Hartford. 277-2431.
•MARK TWAIN AND HARRIET
BEECHER STOWE HOUSES Fully
Restored homes of two great writers
contain rich collection of art and
period pieces. $ 10 for both. Corner of
Farmington Ave and Forest St,
Hartford. 525-9317.
•WADSWORTHATHENEUM45,000
pieces, including paintings, sculptures,
and furniture. Free with Trinity ID,
600 Main St, Hartford.
•OLD STATE HOUSE Seat of state
government, 1796-1878. Then City
Hall 1879-1915. Period rooms and
changing exhibitidns. 800 Main St,
Hartford. 522-6766.
•THE BUSHNELL PARK CAROUSEL
1914 hand-carved carousel with 48
horses and 2 lovers' chariots. Open
April-Sept.
•SOLDIERS AND SAILORS
MEMORIAL ARCH Dedicated in 1886
to honor the 4,000 Hartford citizens
who died for the Union. Trinity St,
Bushnell Park, Hartford.
•HILLSTEAD MUSEUM Colonial
Revival house built around 1900, set
on 150 acres, including a sunken
garden. 35 Mountain Rd, Farrhington,
CANOEING
•CANOEING ON CONNECTICUT
RIVER Rentals Memorial Day-Labor
Day. Niantic. 739-0791.
•MAIN STREAM CANOE TRIPS
Rental and instruction for canoes and
kayaks on Farmington River. Mar.-
Nov. New Hartford. 379-6657.
•WHITE WATER & FLAT WATER
TRIPS Canoeing Farmington River.
Simsbury. 651-3989.
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING
• MOHAWK MOUNTAIN 40+ miles
of trails. 46 Great Hollow Rd,
Cornwall. 672-6100.
•WHITE MEMORIAL FOUNDATION
35 miles oftrails.Litchfield. 567-0857.
•WOODBURY SKI&RAQUET AREA
25 miles of trails, snow-making, night
skiing. Rte 47, Woodbury. 263-2203.
DOWNHILL SKIING
•MOHAWK MOUNTAIN 6 lifts, 23
trails, snow-making.See above.
•POWDER RIDGE 5 lifts, 14 trails,
snow-making, night skiing. Powder
Hill Rd, Middlefield. 1 -800-622-3321.
•SKI SUNDOWN 4 lifts, 16 trails,
snow-making, night skiing. Rte. 219,
New Hartford. 379-9851.
HAY RIDES
•FLAMIG FARM Hay, Sleigh,
Carriage, and Pony Rides. 7 Shingle
Mill Rd, Simsbury. 658-5070.
INNERTUBING
•TUBING THROUGH SATAN'S
KINGDOM 2 hour trip down
Farmington River. $9. Memorial Day-
Labor Day. 693-6465.
•Sept. 15 -New England Lumberjack
Championships Brick School Rd,
Warren.
•Oct. 5,6&10-13--Apple Harvest
Festival Town Green area,
Southington.
•Oct. 6-8-Chowderfest Mystic
•Oct. 19-20-t-Great Teddy Bear
Jamboree Show & Sale Eastern High
School, Bristol.




•YELLOW CAB CO 666-6666
BUS
•CONNECTICUT TRANSIT operates
more than 30 routes serving Hartford
and the surrounding towns. Buses run
approximately every twenty minutes.
To go into downtown Hartford, pick
up the F2 bus on B road Street. To go to
Westfarms, get on. the Q bus on New
Britain Ave. Look for Bus Stop signs.
525-9181.
A KIND FRIEND
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WORLD AND NATION
Free Exchange of Ideas:
The Essence of
Academic Atmosphere
The Moralizing of America
• BY DANIEL SCANLAN
World & Nation Editor
Thanks to much of the nation's news
media, many Americans now believe
that college campuses are oligarchical
police states that prevent free speech at
every turn and impose on their students
a strict code of belief. I can tell that's what
people think from the questions people
asked me while I was at home this sum-
mer. "Does your college have a speech
code?" Yes. "Don't you feel restricted
and suppressed by it?" No, not really,
though I fail to see any real benefit from
such restrictions.
The bottom line is that, while col-
leges are not yet in a state of crisis, cer-
tain forces are moving in to filter the
flow of free ideas. (As an editor, that's
where I come in.) On a college campus,
a newspaper can play a unique role in
both giving expression to the opinion of
the consensus and perhaps more impor-
tantly the view of the minority. The World
and Nation section of this paper is dis-
tinctive in that its articles can be un-
abashedly political, opinionated and
U.S. Department of State
U.S. Information Agency
U.S. Department of Commerce
Career Opportunity
even totally warped and skewed. As an
editor, I will not censor the opinions of
those who write for me. Instead, on
more sensitive issues I may tend to place
two divergent views on one issue side by
side. This is the most effective way for
writers to debate their issues.
An important part of attending col-
lege is allowing oneself to consider ideas
which may seem alien and wrong. Col-
leges should strive to cultivate political
diversity and respect for all beliefs, no
matter how "wrong".Except where it
causes personal harm, there is no such
thing as a "wrong" opinion. If one has the
desire and the courage to express an
opinion in print, one should be able to do
so.
In ancient Rome, the Forum Roma-
nus was both a market place and a plat-
form for the expression of opinion on
-important political issues of the day.
This is no coincidence. The greatest ora-
tors of the day were debating and put-
ting their views out for sale in the market
place of ideas.
For ideas should be treated like any
other commodity; bring them forward
and let them be seen in their glory or in
their defects. What is to be feared from
an idea of poor quality? Ultimately, no
one will buy into it. The suppression of
ideas is notoriously difficult and usually
unsuccessful. The victories of countless
revolutionary movements testify to this
fact. m
Mark Your Calendar For
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9,1991
Registration Deadlines:
• October 4 for test centers in the
United States
• September 13 for test centers
overseas
The Written Examination is the initial
step in competing for a career as a
Foreign Service Officer.
Applicants for the examination must be:
— At least 20 years old on the
examination date
— United States citizens
— Available for worldwide
assignment
To obtain further information and an
application.-contact your Campus
Placement Office or write:




.. An Equal Opportunity Employer..
D BY ELI LAKE
World & Nation Writer
George Wallace was a racist. There is
no doubt in my mind that George Wal-
lace was, in fact, racist. But if a discus-
sion of the significance of George Wallace
ended in the affirmation that he was
racist, then the participants of the dis-
cussion would be guilty of serious intel-
lectual neglect. The labeling of "racist" is
too easily substituted to mean unethical,
ignorant or bad. No doubt, racism is all
of these things, but the concept of racism
encompasses far more. Racism is a
symptom of everyone in this society; but
is everyone a George Wallace? At the
heart of racism, though, is ignorance
which perpetuates a system of inequal-
ity. To reduce racism to an issue of se-
mantics is to discount the very real is-
sues of economic inequality and restric-
tion of opportunity which are too often
ignored in government, the media, and
our own understanding of society.
Racism in our society needs to be
understood as a symptom of a larger
problem. This is the moralizing of
America. We often deal with a cata-
strophic social problem by passing judg-
ment, proposing a band-aid solution
and finally ignoring the problem because
it has been replaced by a new catastrophic
social issue. An example of this was al-
coholismatthe turn of the century. Many
Americans saw this as a problem and
determined that it was wrong. Temper-
ance unions were formed, and prohibi-
tion was proposed and ratified. This
turned out to be a band-aid solution to
the'problem of alcoholism and history
proved this to be one of the more embar-
rassing pieces of legislation our govern-
ment has passed. Alcoholism still exists,
and most public policy still fails to un-
derstand the reason why many Ameri-
cans are alcoholic. There is a laundry list
of social issues that have been given a
great degree of media coverage, an
enormous amount of discussion on our
college campuses, and good deal of time
and paper in our local, state, and na-
tional governments. But is the air clean?
Have kids stopped using drugs? These
are, of course, important issues that
deserve time, discussion and media
coverage, but how effectively are. they
being addressed? The problem with
moralizing these sorts of issues is that
we leave little room for pragmatism, and
we fail to see the ambiguities within
them. But the greatest price of moraliz-
ing is that we remove ourselves from the
problem by focusing a collective shame
on an anonymous, and often distant
group. Some examples: Industry, or the
South.
The burden of living in a democracy
is that we are collectively responsible for
all of the problems that we so easily pass
judgment on. Racism serves in this sense
as the great obstacle to democracy in this
country. Racism hinders the collective
responsibility of our system by denying
true equality to a group of people on the
basis of the color of their skin. But how
can one person begin to correct a three
century-old problem of an entire soci-
ety? One person can not. One person
though, can change himself.
George Wallace was a racist, but so
am I. As a responsible citizen in our
' society I need to take the steps necessary
to understand my own racism, and come
up .with creative solutions to the prob-
lem. H
The Prison PopulationPlague
• BY WILLIAM H.MACON
World & Nation Writer
One Thursday evening, a correction
officer is patrolling Cellblock D of a
maximum security prison when he is
confronted by four large convicted
murderers. When he tries to flee he is
attacked, his gun is taken, and before he
knows it, a new hostage situation exists.
(This could be the scene in any one of a
number of overcrowded prisons across
the nation as crime rates continue to in-
crease.) A growing prison population is
a problem we all must face. Yet, how to
confront it?
One apparent solution to the crowd-
ing is the construction of more prisons.
The immediate obstacle to this option is
the shortage of funds with which to build
these facilities, Many states already must
grapple with large budget deficits which
prevent the expansion of the prison
system.
A second option is simply to let the
prisoners rule themselves. While this
may not solve the overcrowding prob-
lem, it would prevent the hostage situ-
ation mentioned above from occuring.
Inmates could then only destroy them-
selves, not others. A recent article in the
Hartford Courant mentioned the fact
that in a certain facility prisoners threat-
ened to riot if one of their color televi-
sions was not replaced immediately.
Needless to say, the t.v. was replaced.
An incident of this kind raises the ques-
tion of who is ruling the prisons: the
Wardens or the inmates? By leaving
prisons free of guards, riots would
harm only the prisoners and their means
of survival. On a larger scale, an entire
city could have walls built around it and
serve as a giant "landfill" for convicts a la
the movie "Escape from New York".
Certainly the cheapest way to deal
ROGGI'S GARAGE
10% discount to Trinity students
and faculty with I.D.
Transportation Back&Forth* Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service*30 Years in the Area
We Work On Most Trinity College Vehicles
We are Reputable and Stand Behind our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 Madison St. (Off of Broad St.) 247-3493
Mark Fantone Wayne Roggi
with overcrowding is to lower the re-
quirements necessary for invoking the
death penalty. At the same time, much
of the appeal process which delays such
executions should be eliminated. This
drawn-out process simply costs the tax-
payer money which could otherwise be
spent on programs to prevent crime.
The opposite side of these arguments
might assert a preventative approach to
crime by concentrating on the more
minor offenses like shoplifting or auto
theft. Many such offenders are given
sentences in large, dangerous prisons
only to become hardened criminals ready
tp kill once released. One program un-
der way in several states has created
boot camps for younger criminals guilty
of more minor offenses. This system is
organized along the lines of a Marine
Corps camp whose object is to scan
these "cadets" away from the life of crime
instead of creating more violent indi-
viduals. The boot camp test has a smallei
rate of repeat offenders than most pris
ons. It is therefore a viable alternativi
which deserves further exploration.
Of course, one might also say tha
the root of crime is the current plight o
our nation's cities and that more mone1
must be spent on social programs. Bu
that topic I shall save for another day.
believe boot camps are an effective wa
to combat the large number of repea
crimes. At the same time, violent crime
must be more severely dealt with eithe
in terms of stricter enforcement of th
death penalty or with sentences in sepe
rate facilities similar to penal colonie
Today's prison problems demand in
mediate and practical attention. M










THERE'S STILL TIME TO PREPARE FOR THE
OCTOBER GRADUATE ENTRANCE EXAMS!
Kaplan, #1 in test prep and the world's largest test
prep organization has designed a curriculum to
prepare you for the all-new LSAT. This isn't a cut
version. You receive the same number of hours of live
instruction...same number of classes...all in time to
take the October 5th LSAT. It's a last-chance course
for those who still want the highest possible score on
the LSAT.
"Without Kaplan, I wouldn 't have been able to do
the exam at all.''
R.K., Chicago
It's Kaplan for preparation for the LSAT, GMAT,
GRE and MCAT too. Free diagnostic tests, specialized
courses to help you with all the skills and strategies
you need to succeed, plus an "advance look" at exam-
type questions before you face them. And there's still
time to enroll, now, before the October exams.
' 'Kaplan helped me boost my GMAT score by 120
points."
T.O., Minneapolis
"Kaplan gave me the confidence I needed to achieve
excellence.''
J.K., Washington, D.C.
Kaplan.test preparation doesn't end in the
classroom, either. With these Kaplan courses, you
receive an acclaimed home study resource packet
plus specialized study aids. And you can review
course materials and take sample tests during our
convenient study hours at any Kaplan TEST-N-
TAPE® audio study lab. No other test preparation
company gives you all this back-up and support.
WIN'1000!
Taking the LSAT, GMAT, GRE, or MCAT again?
The student whose actual test score shows the
greatest improvement over his or her previous score
wins $1000! No purchase necessary. Ask Kaplan for
details.
Don't miss Kaplan's ScoreFest!
Enrollment for fall classes is filling
up fast. So look for your Kaplan
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When Summer Break Isn't Just Vacation
•BYRICKZEDNIK
Editor-in-Chief
It was a beautiful Monday on
Trinity's campus and students were
hustling to classes with serious learning
on their minds. Strangely, none bore the
strained expressions caused by all-
nighters and test cramming. Nor did
any show signs of excessive weekend
socializing.
What kind of aberration is being
described here? Trinity in July. Three
academically-oriented programs were
conducted on campus while nearly all of
the College's 1800 undergrads were
working and vacationing elsewhere.
Upward Bound, Elderhostel, and Chal-
lenge each enjoyed a very successful
summer.
Upward Bound is a state-funded
college preparatory program for low-
income and potential first generation
college students which has been held
during the summer at Trinity since 1973.
• Approximately 130 students, coming
mostly from Hartford public high
schools, participated in the program this
summer. Students enter the program
following their freshman year in high
school and continue for three years.
Program Director Dennis Mink says
that each year over 200 students apply
for about 35 places.
The student's academic perform-
ance .and home environment are key
factors towards admission. The student's
family "must meet government poverty
guidelines," according to Mr. Mink. .
Primary consideration is given to how
much an applicant can gain through
participation in the program.
Calling Upward Bound "a very
comprehensive program," Mr. Mink
says one of its greatest achievements is
helping "students who are intimidated
by the process" to feel more comfortable
with the fears and rigors of college ap-
plications. The program sends students
to the full range of colleges and univer-
sities, from junior colleges to Ivy League
schools. Currently, eight Upward Bound
alumni are enrolled at Trinity.
Trinity senior Jay Villeneuve '92
was a tutor-counselor this past summer.
He had responsibility for seven males in
Jackson Dormitory and he tutored 32
pre-calculus and calculus students.
"They're all good kids and they
are motivated to go to college," said Mr.
Villenueve, "but it's sad that they may
not have the opportunity without Up-
ward Bound."
"I can't change the whole school
system, but I can help one kid get a better
grade," he continued.
Elderhostel held a series of three
one-week sessions of classes and activi-
ties for men and women over the age of
60. Coming from as far away as Califor-
nia and Florida, theparticipants attended
classes conducted largely by Trinity
professors that concentrated on the lit-
erature, arts, and history of past dec-
ades.
The first week, which ran July 6-
Julyl2 and had the highest enrollment,
about 50, featured study of the 1920's
and 1960's. The second week, July 13-19,
focused on the 1940's, and the third week,
July 20-26, highlighted the 1930's and
1950's. Each evening featured a planned
activity, such as a movie, a river cruise, a
carillon concert or, each week's culmi-
nating event, a dinner/talent show.
Trinity junior Anne-Marie Fini,
who served as Resident Assistant in
Vernon Street Dormitory for the pro-
gram, said Elderhostel is "something I'd
consider doing when I'm that age."
Ms. Pini described the participants
as more outgoing students than Trinity
undergraduates and she enjoyed getting
to know them. "They gave me advice on
life and invited me to their homes."
This was the Challenge program's
inaugural year for incoming Trinity fresh-
men, and it was a success. Sixteen mem-
bers of the class of 1995 were specially
prepared for college academics. For the
month of July, the students attended
classes, labs and discussions from 8:30
a.m. until 4:30 p.m., with an hour and a
half for lunch, Monday through Friday.
Professor of Economics Diane Zannoni,
Associate Professor of Psychology Dina
Anselmi, and Professor of Chemistry
Henry DePhillips, Jr. taught the students
quantitative skills, writing skills, and the
scientific method, respectively.
On weekends the students partici-
pated in planned events. Samantha Scinto
'93, who worked as Head Tutor, de-
scribed events aimed at familiarizing the
students with Hartford. Activities in-
cluded serving lunch in a soup kitchen,
sorting clothing for the Salvation Army,
and a tour by city bus. The Challenge
program was funded primarily by the
Mtna. Corporation. •
Senior's Successful Summer Spent Sailing
D BY LYNN HINKEL
Contributing Writer
"Alright class, 1 want you to write
a page on what you did this summer."
Well, let's see... I spent four weeks in
Woods Hole, Massachusetts studying
like crazy, then I went out on a huge
sailboat to explore the Gulf of Maine for
six weeks, and finished my summer with
two weeks of work up in Halifax, Nova
Scotia. If you think this sounds differ-
ent, you're right — it was. Let me ex-
plain.
I'm sure by now all upperclass-
men have seen those posters around
school for a Maritime Semester through
the Sea Education Association. You
might also have noticed that you can
earn an interdisciplinary minor through
participation. I finally noticed enough
times to look into what this Maritime
Semester might be.
I've always been fascinated by the
sea and sailing, and the summer course
load sounded interesting: Literature of
the Sea; Maritime History and Culture;
Introduction to Oceanography; Interna-
tional Relations (mostly sea relations
between Canada and the US); and Nau-
tical Science. I applied to be a student for
this summer's class, and soon found
myself and twelve others as C-l 18., We
met in Woods Hole on May 29 where we
were housed in cooperative cottages on
campus. We lived, cooked, studied, and
parried together in order to establish the
rapport that would be vital on the ves-
sel. We all made it successfully through
our classes of the first month to gradu-
ate to the second phase of the program,
The Sea Component.
Imagine yourself on the SSV Cor-
with Cramer, a 134 f ootbrigantine, learn-
ing to sail, cook, study, and live with 28
other people whom you can never re-
ally escape. The hands-on learning
experience of the program was amazing
- so different from class or even lab
work. However, the greatest part was
how close we all became. I guess when
you are standing watch at four in the
morning, with only three other people
awake on the vessel besides yourself,
you tend to talk and learn a great deal
about each other. Our professors stood
watch with us, and - this may come as a
shock - even professors,_look like
Godzilla in the morning.
Two of my favorite memories of
the trip are from the Sea Component.
One is of the curious young humpback
whale who came out of the fog to check
us out one morning. It lazily floated
Lynn Hinkel '92 aboard the SSV Corwith Cramer during six week summer voyage
back and forth underneath our vessel, so
close you could have reached out and
scratched it with the end of a broom. The
other is of standing bow watch in the
evening just after the sun set, with the
huge orange moon burning its way up
out of the watery horizon, with stars
began appearing above me and dolphins
riding the waves below me.
After our time at sea, we began
phase three, which consisted of classes,
exams, and final projects in Halifax,
which is a great city. We stayed in
Dalhousie University, and our pictur-
esque twenty minute walk down to our
classes soon became one of our favorite
parts of the day.
Though I have hardly mentioned
academics, they were demanding. All of
the classes were seminars, taught by some
of the best professors out there. If you
enjoy intense conversations, and would
like to do something completely differ-
ent during your summer, this program
could be for you. I'll never forget this
past summer, as it was one of the most
wonderful experiences of my life. I hope
that through this article, a few more
people will be applying to "go to sea"
'with class C-l 19. •
Writing Center - Workshops For Trinity Students
WRITING WITH CONFIDENCE
Conducted by Laverne Nishihara
Thursday, September 26,1991
You have good ideas to set down on
the page, but then you hesitate: how will
you present them with focus, good or-
ganization, coherence — in short, how
will you make your paper "flow" rather
than jump from one idea to the next? We
will treat methods of producing coher-
ent papers, beginning with the writer's




Conducted by Cynthia Butos
Wednesday, October 9,1991
If you are not sure how to proceed
when you are asked to write an analysis
or if your professors write "more analy-
sis, less summary" on your papers, this
workshop is designed for you. You will
look at the characteristics of some good
sample analyses and learn strategies for
writing effective analyses of your own.
HOW TO CITE LIKE A PRO
Conducted by Beverly Wall
Wednesday, October 30,1991
This workshop will deal with quo-
tations, plagiarism, and other danger-
ous things. We will explore general
strategies for using sources effectively,
take a practical look at "footnote" tech-
niques in various academic fields, (and
how to tell them apart), and talk about
some questions you might want to ask
whenever you workwith articles, books,
and other printed materials.
All three are to be held
in the Writing Center
115 Vernon Street
from4:15 to 5:30 PM
These workshops are open
to all Trinity students,
but space is limited.
To register, call
Elestine Nicholson at 297-2461.
Writing'!
h C a
"We don't nuke better writing]:
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St. Anthony Hall: Tradition & Brotherhood
Why is there a fraternity in Features?
The future presence of national Greek organizations at Trinity
College represents one of the most fundamental decisions facing
the school. In an effort to dispel some of the mysteries that
surround the Greeks here at Trinity, the Tripod will briefly
profile one group each issue this fall. For students to understand
the role Greek organizations play here, they must first know who
the Greeks are and what they do. There have been fraternities
affiliated with Trinity since 1850, and sororities since 1981, and
their members have played a central role in this college's
development. The profiles will run in order of the organizations
founding here, and will include St. Anthony Hall (Delta Psi),
Alpha Delta Phi, Delta Kappa Epsilon, Psi Upsiion, Alpha Chi
Rho, St. Elmo (Delta Phi), Sigma Nu, Pi Kappa Alpha, Delta Delta
Delta, and Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Virtually - but not quite - all of the active St. Anthony Hall brothers - Front row (I. to
r.): Keith Mahoney, Ian Findlay; Second row: David Gerber, Andrew Boerstling,
David Gunderson, Jeff Ward, Shawn Bivins, Ernst Vegelin; Thrid row: Charles
Schewe, Pat Keane, Arin Wolfson, Mary Pope Furr, Shaun O'Donnell; Fourth row:
Graham Johnson, Allen Katz, Andrew Brick, Lisa Sequenzia, Piper Skelly; Top row:
Tom Reuter, John Gaines ^ :
• BY RAN BARTON, III
Features Editor
For most Trinity students, the loom-
ing, turreted presence at the far end of
campus is no more than a name - St.
Anthony Hall - but for the active broth-
ers of Delta Psi fraternity their hall is the
focus of over a century of tradition and
service at Trinity College. As if to em-
phasise the Hall's unique character, the
building itself is a National Historic
Landmark, as it was the first building
built as a fraternity house, in 1877.
A strong sense of brotherhood and
tradition serves as the centerpiece to the
Hall, which was initially founded as a
literary society. True to their roots, they
maintain a strong library, and encourage
academics with grants and lectures.
Most recently the yearly St. An-
thony Hall grant was awarded to Profes-
sor Barbara Benedict for her work in
English literature. In additon, the annual
Clement Lecture, which last featured Bill
Hanley, exists to provide the community
with an opportunity to benefit from the
Hall's resources.
The Trinty College chapter of the
Delta Psi fraternity currently has twenty-
one active brother, consisting of eighteen
men and three women. The brother-
hood, though' worried about their num-
bers, is confidentthat with this semester's
rush, membership will cease to be a con-
cern. This fall's first rush event drew
thirty people, including sixteen women.
When asked about the pending
decision over fraternities' role at Trinity,
Senior David Gerber is cautious. "Every-
thing depends on the Trustees' decision/'
notes Gerber, "We would do everything
we could do to exist. We do not feel that
we threaten the community in any way."
As part of the Hall's policy self-
education tradition, and in response, to
growing fears about the correlation be-
College, David Byrne, and Lake George
• BY RAN BARTON, III
Features Editor
Summer sneaks up on you. And
then it's gone. Unless you're smart, or
lucky, or both, summer has a strong
tendency to slip fleetingly away. No that
it isn't fun while it lasts, but it's just that
it doesn't last.
Actually, school's a lot like that
too. Or at least it has been for me. The
daily minutiae of life - the flotsam and
jetsam of disorganisation overextension
- combine to blur weeks into months
into semesters. Four of them for me so
far, and I don't know where they went. I
left my Senior year in high school, which
was mindnumbingjy slow, and finished
my Freshman year in no time at all. Nine
months came and went, and I felt that I
was till getting started, not a quarter of
the way done. Last year slowed a bit, but
still, I consistently find myself south-
bound on Amtrak at the beginning of
one of our frequent vacations wonder-
ing - a la David Byrne - my God, hqw
did I get here? For all that time to pass so
quickly is the surest sign'I know off that
it has gone well, but still that enjoyment
can all too often obscure the larger pic-
ture - the forest of liberal arts for the
trees of responsibilities, if you will.
For the third summer in a row my
best friend and I have extended a tradi-
tion that has now become an essential
conclusion to my .summer vacation.
Disappearing into upstate New York,
we descend onto one of the finest prod-
ucts of Pleistocene glaciation I know of
- Lake George. For four days, we shed
every worry, care, concern, obligation,
duty, and responsibility. Withdrawing
into our admittedly artificial cocoon,
we make our own trek to Walden, leav-
ing behind alarm clocks, commuting,
windowless offices, and all of the others
artifacts of the mundane. In those rare
four days, we do nothing that is not
good. We satisfy all those "If-I-only-
had-time-to"s that are so of ten relegated
to "might-have-been"s, and turn them
into "wasn't that greaf's, We leave
skim milk and margarine behind. We
drink Coca Cola in the original, curvy
6.5 fl. oz. bottles (patented Dec. 25,1923,
mind you). We count satellites as they
race lazily on their way, high above our
silent canoe. Essentially, we are en-
gaged in a pursuit of quintessence. To
do that which is not only fun and pleas-
ing, but restorative as well. At the end
of the stay, when we head south and
count the cars on the New York Thru-
way (who've all come to look for Amer-
ica, but got lost), we are better people
for the simple fact that we are at ease
with ourselves. In both dramatic and
theatrical terms, the weekend is a ca-
thartic resolution, administered right
before leaping back into the routine and
discipline of college life. Our retreat re-
freshes perspective - it allows us to to
step back from those trees of responsibil-
ites and gaze at the forest of liberal arts
with distance and hindsight.
' I'll spare you any further "how-
did"I-get-here"s, but I say all this this
week as part of an observation. The mid-'
course corrections I have made after step-
ping back from the immediacies of my
life have substantially improved the di-
rection I have taken for the last few years.
And the luxury of taking that time to
reflect has become more valuable to me
every year. The harder it is to find the
time and review what it is that takes up
all your time in the first place, the more
important it is to do so. Trinity; like any
college, offers, provides, and expects a
great deal of commitment from its stu-
dents, and for us to live up to those expec-
tations, we must first know what we
expect of ourselves. Yet that is nearly an
impossible question. So when you have
a minute - standing in line in registration-
tomorrow, watching the floor in your
Dullsville 101 course, or wherever you
can grab one-stop and think about what
you do, or more fundamentally why you
do what you do, and you too may ask
yourself, "My God, how did I get here?"
Anyway, it's a thought. Thank you for
your continued support, and remember...
We're Features; we're here to help.
The St. Anthony Hall hall, a National
Hisotric Landmark, built in 1877
tween sexual assault and fraternity func-
tions, the Hall hosted a Women's Center
representative to discuss sexual assault
issues. Their coed naturewas cited as a
prime factor in seeking the education, as
it makes the whole brotherhood more
senshve to gender issues •
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D BY SAMREEN MALIK
Arts Editor
Trinity College is proud to pres-
entKwaku Sintim-Misa's one-man play,
Thoughts of a Confused Black Man, of the
effects of colonialism on black people.
Kwaku Sintim-Misa is origi-
nally from Ghana. He has an Under-
graduate degree in Film from Trinity
College and a Graduate Degree in Film
fromNew York University. Sintim-Misa
has won international acclaim for his
appearance at the Festival of Black Arts
and Culture in Nigeria. Under the spon-
sorship of the British Council, Sintim-
Misa made an appearance in Horizon,
the World Arts Festival in London. He
has also won the Best National Play
Award for his one-man play "Mellow
Madness", and also the Best Actor Award
in 1978.
The play is essentially about a
West African immigrant in the United
States who continuously faces the harsh
realities of a different culture. He shares
the story of his new life in the States
through letters to his father.
The hardships of colonization on
the indigeneous cultures of Africa be-
come evident through these letters. It is
a tragic comedy that clearly depicts the
intelligence and wit of Kwaku Sintim-
Misa.
Hartford Art Scene
Cultural Events in Hartford This Week
Wadsworth Atheneum
September 12: General Tour, 1 pm.
September 14: General Tour, 2 pm.
September 15: Last day of Delauney tode
Kooning: Modern Masters from the Tremaine
Collection and the Wadsworth Atheneum.
General Tour, 2 pm.
September 17: Gallery Talk, 12 pm: Open
Mind: The LeWjtt Collection, Kimberly Davenport,
associate curator of contemporary art, Wadsworth
Atheneum.
Real Art Ways, 56 Arbor Street
September 6-
OctoberS: "My History", an exhibition by Vik
Muniz, Mike Kelley and Jim Shaw, exploring history
through popular media.
September 12: Real Art Ways presents a video
screening of "Take Over", the latest film by Academy
Award Winners Pamela Yates and Peter Kinoy. The film
is an action-filled inside view of homeless Americans
fighting for their lives rather than dying in the streets.
For more information, call 232-1006.
The Municipal Cafe, 485 Main Street
September 11: Irish Sing Along, Danny Ringrose
No Bare Feet, Blues/Rock Trio
King Cod & The Blues Sharks
September 12:
September 13:
September 14: Gus Factor, Righteous Rock/
Funk/R&B
Bushnell Park, west of the Trinity Street Arch
September 14-15: Capital Classics presents William
Shakespeare's The Two Gentlemen of Verona. Free
admission, 2 pm.
•s—
CYNTHIA KRONFriday's 1st Annual September Song celebration featured three
vivacious musical performances
"September Song" Brings
Mather/Austin Quad To Life
• BY SARA WEDLOCK
Arts Writer
If you can close your eyes and still
hear the gentle strokes of fingers upon
guitar strings, the stimulating beating of
steel drums, or the sultry whispers of
Pan flutes then you must count yourself
among the fortunate students, faculty,
administration, and staff who attended
the First Annual September Song Cele-
bration on Friday, September 6th.
During this none-too-pleasant
evening, Trinity College was graced with
the performances of three musical groups
sponsored by Austin Arts Center, Mather
Hall, Marriott Food Service and Gallow
Hills Book Store.
First to perform was Trio Los Ca-
porales, a threesome of Mexican guitar-
ists and vocalists who gave us the senti-
mental sounds of Mexican folkmusic. In
addition, the Hartford Steel Symphony
brought forth the notes and rhythms of
traditional songs originating from the
West Indies, as well as an American clas-
sic—Glenn Miller's "In the Mood".
Finally, the music of Ecuador as per-
formed by Andes Manta was wonder-
fully mystical and captivating.
The Hartford Steel Symphony, a
Hartford based ensemble of steel drum
musicians, has performed at Trinity
before during Alumni gatherings and a
banquet g'iven in honor of the Residen-
tial Assistants this past summer.
Andes Manta performed last year
at Trinity in a benefit for Peru, and Trio
Los Caporales will be performing again
September 15th during the Viva Mexico
program sponsored by the Austin Arts
Center. •
HEY STUDENTS!
A VIDEO SUPERSTORE JUST FOR YOU
FREE RENTAL! "s
2 movies for the price of 1 i
Cannot be combined with any other offer. Must present coupon upon I
return. One per visit. Expires 10/31/91 §
L—.—. — - I — ••——•••i- i •••.••••—i-« — ™ - i » . . J
CHECK US OUT!
*FREE Membership!
^Hundreds of NEW Releases
*Monday thru Thurs Special. Rent 3
Movies and pay for only 2!
*POWER PAK: Every Friday, Rent 4
movies and receive a 2-liter bottle of
soda and a package of microwave
popcorn FREE!
TRINITY PLAZA
1825 Broad Street Hartford, CT 06114
560-8066
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The Trinity Pipes frolic to their rendition of "The Brady Bunch" CVNTHIA WON PHOTO
at Friday's Freshman Show in Hamlin Hall
Viva Mexico!
Nager!s Connecticut In Widener
• BY JENNIFER SAUNDERS
Arts Writer
This month the Widener Gallery
in Austin Arts Center will be housing an
exhibition by Arthur Nager entitled "The
Social Landscape: Connecticut Towns
and Cities in Transition."
The exhibit, which Nager worked
on from 1985-1990, is comprised of black
and white as well as color photographs
focusing on scenes from Connecticut's
Naugatuck Valley.
In his statement Nager explains
"The work originated with a study of
Derby, Seymour, Ansonia, and Shelton,
in the Naugatuck Valley. I chose this
region for it played a significant role in
the development of the history and char-
acter of the state, and remains a source of
strong visual imagery."
Nager continues, "The Connecti-
cut landscape has, in large part, been
associated with church steeples and
Colonial architecture. To the residents
of the Naugatuck Valley the landscape
more accurately refers to industrial struc-
RAISE$ 500...$ 1000...$ 1500
FOOL
RAISING
For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.








hares and a myriad of urban and ethnic
influences.
"My photographs relate, in part, to
the documentary tradition of the Farm
Security Administration. . . . I am par-
ticularly interested in the idea of the
'social landscape' - that peculiar combi-
nation of visual material that suggests
the modification of the environment that
we identify as the 'neighborhood'.".
Arthur Nager was born on Janu-
ary 29,1949. He received his M.F.A. in
Photography from SUNY Buffalo in 1974
and his B .A. in History / Psychology from
the University of Rochesterjn 1970. He
has been an Associate Professor at the
University of Bridgeport, has had many
solo and group exhibitions across the
country, and also does lectures, work-
shops and consulting.
Mr. Nager currently resides in
Westport, Connecticut. His exhibition
will be on display in the Widener Gallery
from Wednesday, September 4th through
Tuesday, October 1st, and admission is
free. 11
• BY LAUREL PORTNOY
Arts Writer •
Trinity's Austin Arts Center be-
gins its new season with a unique cele-
bration of Mexican music and culture
entitled Viva Mexico! (below) on Sun-
day, September 15th at 2 pm in Good-
win Theatre.
This panorama of Mexican mu-
sic will present classical, traditional, and
popular style and will feature vocals,
guitars, violins, trumpets, marimban,
and other native instruments. Com-
mentary and program notes will de-
scribe music from various regions and
eras, while familiar melodies will illus-
trate authentic Mexican styles including
the ever popular romantic ballad, "Bole-
ros.'
The program will take advantage
of the rich cultural resources of the State
and will bring together some of the areas
finest musicians including Daniel
Salazar, professional guitarist and per-
former for the Connecticut Classical
Guitar Society, and Paul Woodiel, a
classical violinist and champion fiddler.
Mary Elster and Ed Fast, both of the
Hartford Symphony, will perform on
Marimbas. The concert will also include
a string orchestra composed of area
musicians.
The event is scheduled to coincide
with Mexican Independence Day, Sep-
tember 16th. Hartford Mayor Carrie
Saxon Perry has also declared Sunday,
September 15th Mexican Independence
Day in Hartford and has presented the
group with a key to the city.
The Asociacion Cultural de las
Americas (ACA) will co-sponsor the
event with the Austin Arts Center. The
organization was founded in Connecti-
cut in 1991 to create opportunities of
expression for groups and individuals
with ties to the traditions of Latin Amer-
ica. •
SYRACUSE ABROAD
SEND TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG!
Study in one of Syracuse University's
academic programs in England, France, Italy,
Spain, Germany (Fall 1992) and Australia
(Spring 1992)! Grants are available for a
semester, a year, or a summer of study
abroad.
SVMCUSE UMVBSnY, DIVISION OF IHTBtllATIOKAL ntOCMMS ABROAD
J l ' j w S d A r a m , SyrectM, KV13244-417ft {MO123SOIW (1472)
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CYNTHIA KRONSoccer Tri-Captains (Left to Right): Sally Thayer, Julie
Edlund, Lea Macaro
Bants Hope To Go Unbeaten
Q BY DAN FINKLESTEIN AND
JOHNMOSKOWITZ
Sports Writers
With a defense composed of eight
returning starters, this year's Bantam
football squad will rely on its experience.
and team unity in order to improve upon
last year's 6-2 finish.
"We have good experience on
defense," Head Coach Don Miller said.
"However, on offense we have only three
returning starters., and our kicking game
is very young."
The Bantam defense will be led by
their Tri-Captains: linebacker Chuck
Bradley, defensive end Brian Chisolm,
and free safety John Dauphinee. All three
are returning starters from a defense
ranked first in the NESCAC, and twelfth
nationwide among Division III schools
last season. Duaphinee and Chisolm are
also being touted as CFP Pre-season All
Americas.
Leading the offense, which returns
only three starters from last year, is sen-
ior quarterback James Lane. Lane was a
first team All-NESCAC selectionin 1990,
throwing for 12 touchdowns and 1368
yards. He is also a CFP Pre-season All-
American.
On offense, the coaching staff has
been concentrating on educating the of-
fensive line and picking out a backfield
from a "strong crop of backs". Among
those looking tor starting bpots arc- jun-
iors Mike Wallace, John Mullaney and
Tom Maselek and senior Joe Brockmire.
"We have been very patient with
the offense," Miller said. "We have only
our quarterback and two lineman re-
turning from last year. However, we
have been constantly improving and
I'm very optomistic."
According to Lane, the team will
balance it's offense between running
and passing. "Right now we are imple-
menting a new offense, so it taking some
time," he said, "We just have to make
sure that each player concentrates on
their individual assignment."
"Both the offense and defense are
playing as a team and realistically, I
think we have a shot at going 8-0," he
said. "We definitely have the talent. We
just have to stay healthy and continue to
grow as a team."
With hours of practice and drill-
ing ahead of them, this Bantam team has
the distict advantage of being a closley
knit squad..
"We have a lot of togetherness,"
he said. "Our upperclassmen get along
real well and I really see it when I'm on
the field."
Miller reiterated this point by
saying, "Our strength is our seniors.
They have a great attitude and they've
shown a lot of leadership."
Trinity opens it's season at home
against Colbv College on Saturdav,
September 21, starting at 110 •
Women's Soccer Ready To
Kick Into Action
D BY PETER FRIEDMAN
Sports Editor
The Trinity College Women's
Soccer team heads into the 1991 cam-
paign with high hopes. With a core of
returning veterans and an exciting crop
of recruits, Bantam soccer fans have good
reason to believe that come playoff time
this team will be playing.
Coach Maureen Pine and her
squad will be looking to recapture the
form that made them the top small col-
lege in New England in 1989. In her
tenure at the helm of Trinity Soccer
Coach Pine has compiled a fine 28-15-7
record. She is optimistic but cautious
abouttheupcomingseason. "We'llneed
eight wins to make the ECAC playoffs,
and that could be tough against the likes
of Williams, Bowdoin, Connecticut Col-
lege and Tufts."
How the Bantams wind up this
year will in no small part be determined
by the performance of the team's All-
America candidate and tri-captain Sally
Thayer '92. Thayer, who is a two time
All-New England selection, is just five
goals shy of the Trinity record for career
goals scored. So far in her illustrious
career she has racked up 26 goals. Thayer
will need to get plenty of help up front
this year, as the front line is one of the
question marks on this squad.
With the Bantams using a 4-4-2
setup (four strikers, four midfielders
and 2 full backs) the team will need
plenty of speedy front liners.
Speed will not be a problem for
the strong groupof midfielders. The
leader of the middies is tri-captain Julie
Edlund '93 who has magnificent quick-
ness. Also playing half back will be
Sarah Menoyo '95.
Menoyo comes to Trinity as a
highly touted recruit from Middlesex
School in Massachusetts. A key to the
middle of the lineup will be the extent of
DeniseTsiumis"93 recovery fromastress
fracture that kept her out of the lineup
for most of last season.
Defense is the strongest part of the
Bantams game. Last year the stingy
Bants gave up but 0.81 goals per game.
Anchoring the defense is two time team
M.V.P. and tri-captainLea Macaro '93;
Playing from the sweeper position, she
has been rock solid on defense and has
even added eight assists over two sea-
sons. Others sure to get time on the back
line are the Richardson sisters, Benagh
'95 and Merrill'92. The elder Richardson
is a four year starter for the Bants.
In the keeper position Coach Pine
has the pleasant dilemma of choosing
between Allison Bolk '93 and freshman
Lea Wedge. Both possess enormous
amounts of talent in the net. Bolk has
been the starter for two years in which
time she has won at an 80 percent clip.
Wedge has pressed the incumbent, and
as of press time Coach Pine has yet to
decide who her goalkeeper will be. Even
if Bolk stays in the net,Wedge is an ac-
complished defender, so look for her
there.
With a solid and sometimes spec-
tacular lineup, the Bantams are poised
for a successful year in 1991. After a
weekend scrimmage at Smith, the
women begin home play next Saturday
versus Bowdoin.B
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ORDERS FOR HERE OR TO GO
175 Washington Street Hartford
247-6242
Intramurals
Fall Dates To Remember
Sign up dates for Fall Sports are:
Football: 9/10 play begins 9/13
Tennis: 9/18 play begins 9/21
Squash: 9/18 play begins 9/21
Soccer: 9/20 play begins 9/30
Volleyball: 11/1 play begins 11/6
Fun Run: 11/1 date TBA
All events have men's and women's
teams. Volleyball is coed.
Sign up sheets can be found in the
Ferris Athletic Center.
Team Captains & Coaches
Captains for Fall Sports are:
Football: C. Bradley, J.Dauphinee, B.Chisolm
Men's Soccer: M.Evans, J. Twichell, D.Wray
Women's Soccer: J.Edlund, L.Macaro, S.Thayer
Cross Country: A.Pottenger, C.Pike, C.Summers
Women's Tennis: E.Hewitt, S.Vbros, A.Nicholson
Field Hockey: C.Davison, M.Ring
VolleyBall: C.Snow, M. Spann
Coaches are:
Football: Don Miller
Men's Soccer: Ed Mighten
Women's Soccer: Maureen Pine
Cross Country: David Barry
Women's Tennis: Wendy Bartlett
Field Hockey: Robin Sheppard
Volleyball: Stan Ogrodnick
Varsity Football- 9/21 1:30 P.M.
J.V. Football 10/27 1:00 P.M.
Men's Varsity Soccer 9/14 11:00 A.M.
Men's J.V. Soccer 9/19 4:00 P.M.
Women's Varsity Soccer 9/14 12:00 P.M.
Varsity Cross Country (M & W)-—11/2 1:00 P.M.
Women's Varsity Tennis 9/14 11:00 A.M.
Varsity Field Hockey 9/12 3:30 P.M.


































































































































































This Week In Bantam Sports
Games From 9/10 through 9/16
Tuesday, 9/10: M. Soccer v Amherst—-—— 4:00
Thursday, 9/12: Field Hockey vs. Elms Clg.~ 3:30
Saturday, 9/14: Football @ Tufts (scrimmage)—-1:00
M. Soccer v Coast Guard—-—-11:00
W. Soccer v Bowdoin--—-—12:001
Cross Country @ Vassar———12:00
Field Hockey v Bowdoin 12:001
Volleyball @ Clark 12:00
Tennis v Amherst 11:00
Support Trinity Athletics, Attend the Games!
Poll Position
1991 CFP New England Small College Athletic












I'M AFRAID IT WOULD BE BAD LUCK FOR ME TO BE SUPERSTITIOUS
Strikers Take Canada By Storm; Ready For Big Year
D BYMARKGRUBA
Sports Writer
The Trinity College Men's Soccer
team began it's 1991 soccer season with
a trip north of the border to Montreal,
After a successful journey, the team has
been preparing for the past week and
opened play Sa turday, scrimmaging Yale
University to a 2-2 tie.
The trip to Montreal was a tre-
mendous success. The team left Trinity
College on August 9th and arrived at the
University of Montreal for a week of
cultural sightseeing and hard work led
by Head Coach Eddie Mighten.
The team's agenda consisted of
two practices a day with games sched-
uled against local competition. In be-
tween practices the team traveled to-
gether to see such places as Old Mon-
treal, Laval, Bourassa, and even had time
to take in an Expos game.
The nightlife in Montreal lived up
to its reputation. The streets were filled
with Canadians as well as many foreign-
ers who came to see Trinity play ball.
They were not disappointed. The Bants
opened against the Hempstead semi-
pro soccer club. Hempstead was not
prepared for the Trinity offense, which
netted four goals in their opening effort.
Tri-CaptainMatthewEvans scored twice
as the team dominated play the entire
game. Paulo Rodriguez '94 and Mark
Gruba '93 capped the scoring in the 4-0
triumph. The defense, led by tri-Cap-
tains John Twichell and David Wray,
was equally impressive in shutting down
the Hempstead attack. Jeffrey Ward '92
and Adam Kreisel '94 combined between
the pipes for the shutout.
48 hours later the Bants suited up
once again, this time against the Mon-
treal Olympiads, a strong first division
team from the Metropolitan Soccer
League. The teams were evenly matched
through the first half. The physical style
of play was welcomed by the Bantams,
who like the aggressive, up-tempo type
. , . _ , . . . . , " * COlfftlfesY MASK GRUBA
Varsity Team members travelling in Canada. Front Row (Left to Right): Carlos Vallejo, Armin Afsar-Keshmiri,
Captain John Twitchell, Captain David Wray, Captain Matt Evans, Matt Peterson, Ralph Fierro. Middle Row
(L-R): Dennis Cormier, Mike Aneiro, Jeff Ward, Adam Kreisel, Stan Stolarz. Back Row (L-R): Tim Yates, Paulo
Rodriguez, Joe Cassarino, Peter Alegi, Mark Cruba, Chris Pilero.
of game. The Trinity midfield proved to night passer-bys. The experience was un-
doubtedly a memory no one on the teambe the decisive factor in the outcome.
Chris Pilero '94 and an ailing Matt Pe-
terson '93 controlled the opposition and
created numerous scoring opportuni-
ties. After 88 minutes of scoreless play
the.Bantams were able to find the back
of the net as Rodriguez scored his sec-
ond goal of the trip. Mike Aneiro '94
played soundly for the Bants to record
his first Varsity shutout.
The team returned to the city for
their post game celebration. After din-
ner the team regretfully turned down
an offer to appear in a commercial for
their restaurant due to NCAA rules.
After dinner, the team, including in-
jured player Tim Yates '94, started to
sing for all the sidewalk cafes and late
will soon forget.
The final game was against Con-
cordia University, a Division I school
outside Montreal. The team was anxious
to play on Concordia's finely groomed
pitch, and ended the tour with a victory.
Concordia proved to be a worthy adver-
sary as the teams battled to a 0-0 tie at the
intermission. The second half belonged
to Trinity, however, with Evans finding
the net to break the scoreless tie and Peter
Alegi '92 adding two more. Senior Ralph
Fierro, who played three solid games at
striker, assisted on Alegi's first goal, and
Alegi finished the game by easily putting
home a penalty shot.
Joe Cassarino '92, after missing the
first two games due to injury, and Carlos
Vallejo '93 both had strong performances
for the Bantams in the midfield. The
defense remained strong as Dennis
Cormier '92 played a flawless game at
sweeper back, while sophomores Armin
Afsar-Keshmiri and Stanley Stolarz an-
chored the rest of the defense. The Red
Devils of Concordia managed to get on
the board late in the game, recording the
only goal against Trinity for the trip. The
team travelled home on August 19th
with three victories and memories to last
a lifetime.
On August 29th the team returned
to Trinity and began regular practices
for the upcoming season, beginning with
a scrimmage at Yale.
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Field Hockey Looking To Recapture Success of 1990
• BY CHRISTOPHER BROWN
Sports Information Director
The Women's Field Hockey team
enjoyed one of its finest seasons in the
program's 17-year history last season. The
squad began the season on a two-week
tour of Holland playing exhibition
matches, won their first seven regular
season matches, and ended the year in the
East Coast Athletic Conference Champi-
onship against Williams. The Bantams,
who were the fifth seed, advanced to the
finals by defeating Smith (1-0) and Mid-
dlebury (3-1), before losing a 3-1 decision
to Williams.
Offensively, the Bantams are in
lished as its offense. Coach Sheppard
has to reconstruct her entire defense after
losing seven seniors to graduation in-
cluding Louise van der Does, an All-
American goaltender. Senior Co-Cap-
tains Margot Ring and Christina Davi-
son will form the nucleus of the defense
for Trinity. Ring and Davison, who are
both two-year letterwinners for Trinity,
will coordinate the Bantams' defensive
coverage and initiate Trinity's breakouts.
Senior Molly Gerber is expected to step
into the starting lineup this season.
Ashley Graves '93 and Alisha
Wayman '95 will compete for the unbe-
lievable task of trying to replace van der
great shape this fall as Coach Robin Shep- Does, the best goalie in Trinity history,
pard welcomes back four of her top five Because van der Does played in all 17
goal scorers. Leading the charge is Lexi "
Junior Lexi Rice hopes to lead the Bantams to another successful
season and ECAC Playoff berth.
Rice, a junior who scored a team-high 12
goals last year. Rice proved to be lethal on
short corners and from long range with
her booming, accurate shot.
Flanking Rice on the front line will
be sophomores Lindsey Davison and
Braxton Jones. In only their rookie cam-
paigns, Davison and Jones, who lettered
in field hockey, .squash and lacrosse last
season, registered ten goals each. After a
year of experience on the varsity level, the
dynamic duo should provide plenty of
offense for the Bantams this season.
Trinity's defense is not as estab-
games last season, neither goalie has any
varsity experience, and the starting job
will be won in the pre-season.
Trinity will be facing some big
challenges this season as several new
faces will be joining the starting lineup.
Replacing van der Does and the other
seniors will be difficult, but the Bantam's
potent offense should keep the action
down by the opposition's goal. If Coach
Sheppard is able to patch together her
defensive unit with the talented vateans
and incoming freshmen; Trinity should
have a chance at earning another B.C. A.C.
playoff bid. HI
